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Abstract. We prove that any N-superconcentrator of indegree two has at least 4N - o( N 1 nodes. 
From this lowe’r bounds of 4N -o(N) follow on the number of additions required to compute 
the Discrete Fourier Transform of prime order and cyclic convolution. Using small examples we 
illustrate how sbnall superconcentrators can suggest fast algorithms for instances of these problcmb. 
For superconcentrators with no degree restrictions we prove a lower bound of SN -o(N I 
edges. Also, WC give a recursive construction with 3N log, N edges that improves on the best 
bounds previously known for values of N up to several thousand. 
1. Introduction 
An (M, N)-superconcentrator is a directed acyclic graph with M input nodes and 
N output nodes in which for any k (1~ k s min{M, N}) there are k mutually node 
disjoint paths between any set of k input nodes and any set of I; output nodes. It 
is called an N-superconcentrator if M = N. Such graphs have been studied mainly 
in one of two contexts: as the graphs of straight-line programs in computational 
complexity, and as switching networks. 
In the first context it has been shown that the graph of any straight-line program 
for sllch problems as cyclic convolution, the Discrete Fourier Transform of prime 
order, and matrix inversion must be a superconcentrator [l, 5, 7, 17, i8, 191. It is 
customary to restrict the basic arithmetic operations in such programs to be binary. 
In the ,;raphs of such programs every node has indegree two. Hence lower bounds 
on the number of nodes in superconcentrators with indegree two give lower bounds 
on thr number of binary arithmetic operations required to solve th,ese problems. 
In facr the nodes of the graphs correspond to the addition operations performed. 
0ur first result will be a 4N -o(N) lower bound on such superconcentrators 
(Theorem 2). Similar lower bounds on the number of additions For computing 
convolutions of order N and the DFT of prime order N therefore follow. Although 
these linear lower bounds are probably weak we know of few approaches towards 
trying to improve them except for very restricted models [lo, 181. Winograd [22] 
has obtained lower bou&s cf 2X o(N) on the number of multiplications required 
for these problems for certain values of N and appropriate fields of constants. 
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These may be combined with our results to obtain lower bounds on the total number 
of arithmetic operations of 6N - o(N). 
In the context of switching networks superconcentrators generalise the earlier 
notion of conlcentrators for which a linear upper bound was first proved by Pinsker 
[ 1 I]. Subsequently it was shown that superconcentrators are also linear [ 181, and, 
furthermore, that a direct recursive ‘construction’ of these more powerful graphs 
gives better bounds on concentrators themselves than does Pinsker’s [12]. Also 
they are useful building blocks for various other kinds of networks such as gen- 
cralised connectors [ 131. 
The results mentioned in the paragraph abo; ::: all involve a non-constructive 
step. The best bound known on superconcentrators is 38.5N +0(N) edges in the 
case relevant here (i.e. unrestricted degrees, inputs have zero indegree, outputs 
have zero outdegree) [4,8]. More recently Gabber and Galil gave an explicit 
construction with 273N edges [6]. In this paper we give a lower bound of 5N - o(N) 
edges (Theorem 3) in this unrestricted case. We also improve on the quoted upper 
bounds for moderate values of IV in the following manner. We give an explicit 
recursive construction built from base suberconcentrators of fixed size M = N = (i. 
Although the number of edges is cN log2 N the constant c can be reduced arbitrarily 
by !akrng an appropriately large base d and finding a suitably economical supercon- 
centrator for it, the existence of which is guaranteed by the linear upper bounds. 
WC exhibit an instance of this construction with 3N log? N edges. This improves 
on the Gabber-Galil bound for N < 2x7, the Chung-Lev bound for N < 2’.‘, and 
the standard construction of permutation networks [2, 14,201 by about 20% for 
all ‘V. 
WC shaE1 also define a less powerful network called an 14ltr~~corzCerztr~Ztor. These 
arise naturally as computation graphs for Discrete Fourier Transforms (of not 
necessarily prime order) [ 1’71. Also they are a natural generalisation of hypercon- 
centrators [ 181 that fim! their use in constructing generalised connectors [16] and 
offer a very good means of constructing these. For these we give a (3/2)N log2 N 
construction which improves on existential bounds for moderate values of N and 
on the FFT graph by about X% for all N. 
2. Definitions 
All fhc graphs considered will be assumed to be directed, acyclic and without 
multiple edges, except where otherwise indicated. In such a graph G an arbitrary 
set of ,V nodes are designated input trades and an arbitrary set of N nodes are 
designated outpot rzodes. A node that is in neither of these two sets 1s an irzttwzaf 
tech. A cnrnptd IW& is any node with nonzero indegree. 
X- and (.1-I, A+super-concentrators are as defined in the Introductton, and are 
aM~c\ iatcd to N-SC and (!Lf, N )-SC. We consider two varieties of them, the first 
fr)r the context of computation graphs, the second for switching networks: 
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T17ype I; Inputs have indegree zero. Computed nodes have indegree two. 
Type 2: Inputs have indegree zero. Outputs have outdegree zero. 
In type 1 networks the intended correspondence is between nodes and computa- 
tion steps. Hence our measures for them, SCljRr) and SCl(M, IV), count the 
rninimal number of computed noales in type 1 SCs. SC2(N) and SC2(M, IV) are 
similar measures for SCs of type 2 but count edges. Note that for both types the 
definition excludes the possibility of any node being both an input node and an 
output tlode. 
3. Lower bounds 
It wili be convenient to assume throughout this section that M, Iv > 2. Also, WC 
can assume that superconcentrators have no node with indegree one, for if it had 
then this node could be identified with its predecessor. 
The main technical result we shall need to prove is that even if M is small is+ 
M = 6$, in addition to the output podes there are at lcast almovr anothcri N 
computed nodes: 
Using an ;lrgument of Schnorr [lS] we shal I establish: 
Lemma 3. ti) SCl(,MJVDSSCl(M- 1, NH 
iii) SC2(,44,fV)H$C2(M - 1, N)+2. 
hoof. Applying Ixmma l(i) to SC1 (N, NJ N --RI times for M <:: N gi\ t’s 
SCIUV, N) 6sCl(M, N)+2(N --M) 
An appeal to Thcorern 1 then gives 
SC‘1 IN, 3,‘) -23 2N -- 2AQM - 1 ) - (4N log-, N )/AC? -t 2N - 2M. 
Choosing M = 2(N logl iV j’ ” @o the claimed result. F-1 
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Theorem 3. Every IV-superconcentrator of Type 2 has at least 5N - O(logZ N) edges. 
Proof. Applying Lemma l(ii) to SC2(N, N) N -M times for M < N gives 
SC2(N, N)aSC2(M, N)+2(N -A4;. 
Suppose that the (M, N)-SC obtained by the construction in the proof of Lemma 
1 has K output nodes of indegree at least three and that these are now erased to 
obtain an (M, N -K)-SC with all output nodes having indegree two. Theorem 1 
then gives a lower bound on the number of computed nodes remaining and hence 
also the number of edges remaining since nodes of indegree one are redundant. 
SC2(N,N)s3K+2(N-M)+4(N-K)(l-1/(M-1)-(2log2(N-K)/M)) 
Choosing M = 16 log2 N gives SC2(N, 1M) > 5N - 32 log2 N. /J 
Proof of Lemma 1. In any minimal (M, N)-SC G every node with indegree zero 
must be an input. There must be at least one computed node that has incoming 
cdgcs from two inputs. (This can be found by tracing back from any computed 
node.) These two inputs have node-disjoint paths to any two output nodes. Hence 
at least one of them must be connected to a second computed node. Erase this 
input node and the (at least) two edges incident from it. The resulting graph G’ is 
cltarly an M - 1, N b-SC since the removed node and edges affect only connection 
requircmsnts from the removed node. Result (ii) therefore follows. (N.B. The proof 
assumes only that the inputs have zero indegree.) 
For result (it we note that if one of the erased edges was incident to a node II 
cjf indcgrce two then we can erase II also and connect its other ancestor in* in Fig, 
11 directly to each of the nodes to which an edge from II w3s previously incident. 
‘This maintains the indegree of the graph at two and still ,gives an (M - I, NJ-SC. 
Since at least two nodes can be removed in this way (one for each edge incident 
from the erased input node) result ti) follows. 
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The case when u is an output node needs special consideration. In that case we 
simply name its other ancestor w as its replacement output node in the reduced 
graph. (N.B. Node w cannot have been an output also. The case w = 11 cannot arise 
if u is an autput for then u would be connected to only two inputs.) El 
vor proving Theorem 1 we need to show that in any undirected graph of sufficient 
edge density there exists a small connected subgraph containing two cycles. We 
denote an undirected graph by G = (V, E) where V is a set of IZ vertices, and E 
a set of e edges. G’ is a subgraph of G if G’ = (V’, E’) with V’c V, E’s E and 
where E’ involves only nodes in V’. The reader should note that the condition that 
a graph G’ has at least two cycles is simply that 12’ < e’. 
Lemma 2. In any undirec;ed graph G with e edges and e -A- nodes (e ).Y 2 1) them 
is a conrrected subgraph G’ = ( V’, E’) with n’ <et and 
e's (4e log? e J/x. 
Proof. Let 1‘ = [e/-x J and consider the following two graph transformations (see 
Fig. 2): 
(a) Delete t + 1 consecutive edges from any chain of degree two nodes containing 
more than t edges, z.n d delete the nodes thus isolated; 
(b) Delete any node of degree one and its incident edge, and any node thus 
isolated. 
Starting from G perform these transformations in any order as much as possible 
until neither one is applicable. In the resulting graph G” 
(i) every node has degree at least trvo and 
(ii) no degree two chain has more than t edges. 
Suppose that (a) and (b) have been performed j and k times respectively. Then 
j < X, for otherwise j(t + 1) 2 s (r + 1) 12 e edges would have been e,.iminated. 
n n n h 
v v 
h--o--o - ./ 
Fig. 2. Applicat;on of transformations (3) and (h) to a chain of more than I cdgcs. 
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Each application of (a) reduces the number of edges by t + 1 and the number of 
noder by at least t. Each application of (b) reduces the number of edges by one 
and the number of nodes by at least one. Hence 
q” = e-i(t+l)-k and n”se-x-+-k. 
Since i <: x it follows that n” <= e”. Hence G” has at least two cycles in at least one 
of its connected components. What remains to be proved is that we can find a 
sufficiently small subgraph G’ that contains a G” with this property. 
For u, v E V let the distance d(u, v) be the length of the shortest path joining u 
and v. Consider a triple T = (w, Cl, C2) where w E V and Cl, C2 are distinct (but 
not necessarily disjoint) cycles in the same component of G as w. For each triple 
T we can define 
rr = max(d(u, w), db, w)lu E Cl, u E C,}. 
J,ct r be min{rT) where minimization is over all choices of T. For the triple (w, Cl, C’z) 
attaining this minimum assume without loss of generality that max{d (u, w ) 1 u E C,} = 
1. Now construct a breadth-first search tree for G with w as root. In this tree every 
node will be the same distance from w as it is in G. By the choice of M’ C_ will 
‘close’ at depth r in the tree and Cl at some depth r’s r. No other cycle can close 
at a depth smaller than r for then the choice of T would be contradicted. (N.B. A 
cycle ‘closes’ if in the construction of the tree we attempt to add some node of the 
cycle for the second time to the tree.) 
Now G” contains no node of degree one. Hence the branches of the breadth-first 
tree can terminate only by closing a cycle. By transformation (a) every path segment 
with more than t edges must have side braxhes. We consider the root w as having 
keel zero in the tree. Let X be the tree up to and including level r (i.e. distance 
r from w 1. We show that X must have a large number of nodes. X is of minimal 
size when 
i 1 I its only terminating branch before level r (i.e. the closure of C’ at level I-‘) 
terminates as early as possible, i.e. r’ = 1, and 
(21 the tree never bifurcates twice within f levels in any branch. 
It is easy to see that the number of nodes in such a tree must be at least 
Simx thcrc x-c’ at most II nodes in G it follows that 
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By definition any (M, IV)-superconcentrator has N distinct output nodes. To 
prove Theorem 1 we have to show that unless M is very small we can identify 
about N further computed nodes adjacent to but distinct from these output nodes. 
For the proof it is necessary to construct for a given type 1 (M, N)-superconcentrator 
H an associated undirected graph G in the following manner: 
First construct a subgraph H’ of H to consist of the output nodes of H, all the 
edges incident to these output nodes, and all the nodes that are the tails of these 
edges. From H’ construct he undirected graph G as follows: 
(i) The nodes of G correspond one-to-one with the nodes of H’ having non-zero 
outdegree. A node u is special in G if the corresponding node 1;: in H is either an 
input node or an output node. The remaining nodes of G are regular. 
(ii) The edges of G correspond one-to-one with the output nodes of H in the 
following way: if there are edges (u, w), (u, w) in H where w is an output then 
there is an edge (u, u) in G. 
The reader should note that each output node with non-zero fanout in H is 
represented in G by a special node as well as by a nonadjacent edge, as shown in 
Fig. 3. 
output 
I-lode.5 
w 
ii ’ : 
internal w 
nodes u V 
input 
nodes 
G: 
A 
W 
U c 
\ 
W 
‘4 6 Y 2 
b 
V 
Fig. 3. The mapping Ii to G. Squares represent sperlal nodes in G ilnd inpllt and output nodes in If. 
Since regular nodes in G correspond to computed nodes in N that are not output 
nodes, Theorem 1 has been reduced to the problem of showing that G has ahost 
N regular tzodcs. Certainly G has exactly N edges. Lemma 3 shows tz3.t in small 
connected components there can be at most one cycle or one special node. Hence 
in ‘these there are as many regular nodes as edges. Lemma 3(ii) also implies that 
in large components of G only large subgraphs can contain a pair of cycles. An 
appeal to Lemma 2 then shows that the number of edges (i.:. N) in G cannot 
exceed the number of nodes by much. Finally Lemma 4 shows that the total number 
of special nodes within large components is small, which establishes the]-efore that 
the total number of regular nodes is close to iV as required. 
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Lemma 3. (i) Any connected subgraph of G that comains more than one special 
node has at least n/r - 1 edges. 
(ii) 
M+l 
(iii) 
has al 
Any connected subgraph of G that contains more than one cycle has at least 
edges. 
Any connected subgraph of G that contains both a cycle and a special node 
least M edges. 
Proof. In each case we argue by considering the part of H’ from which the structure 
arises. 
(i) Assume that two special nodes are connected in G by a path of length j. We 
distinguish three cases: 
(a) The two special nodes correspond to input nodes of H as shown in Fig. 4. 
j output nodes 
inputr node 
Fig. 4. 
Then the j output nodes shown can be connected to the A4 -2 input nodes not 
shown via the set of j - 1 internal nodes shown. If M -2 >j - 1 then H cannot be 
a suptxconcentrator. Hence j 2 A4 - 1. 
lb) One special node corresponds to au input node, the other to an output node, 
as shown in Fig. 5. Then the j + 1 output nodes shown are connected to the A4 - 1 
input nodes not shown via the set of j - 1 internal nodes and one special output 
node. This is possibly only if j 2 M - 1. 
Fig. 5. 
w Both special nodes correspond tc/ output nodes of H as shown in Fig. 6. 
Then the j 42 output nodes shown are connected to the A4 inputs via the set of 
i 1 internal nodes and two special outputs. This is possible only if j 2 A4 - 1. 
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j output nodes 
j-l intevnal nodes 
Fig. 6. 
(ii) Assume that G has two cycles in some connected component having j edges 
(and hence fewer than j nodes). Tilis must correspond to a structure in H shown 
in Fig. 7. Hence j output nodes are connected to the M inputs via a set of fewer 
than j internal nodes. This is possible only if j WM + 1. 
j output nodes 
j-1 internal nodes 
Fig. 7. 
(iii) Now assume that there is a connected subgraph of G with j edges that 
contains a cycle and a special node. There are two cases: 
(a) The special node corresponds to an input of H as shown in Fig. 8. Then the 
j outputs shown are connected to the M - 1 inputs not shown via a set of I- 1 
internal nodes. This is impossible unless j 2 M. 
j output nodes 
j-l ir,c,ernal nodes 
Fig. 8. 
(b) The special node corresponds to an output of H as shown in Fig. 9. Then 
in W the j + 1 outputs shown are connected to the M inputs via a set of j - I 
internal nodes and the special output node. This is possible only if j WM. El 
Lemma 4. Any connected component of G with e edges where 
k(M-1)/2~e<(k+l)(M-1)/2 (k-integer) 
Czas at most max(k, 1) special nodes. 
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j output nodes 
"?VV 
j-l internal nodes 
Fig. 9. 
Proof. If A4 is odd then assign to each special node all the edges within distance 
(121 - 1)/2 from it. If A4 is even assign to each special node all the edges within 
distance [(M - 1)/2] and the ‘nearer half’ of each edge at distance [(M - 1)/21 
from it. If there are more than k special nodes and k 3 1 then Ft least 
(k + 1 )M - 1)/2 edges get assigned in this way. Since this exceeds the size of the 
component at least one edge or edge half must be assigned to two special nodes. 
The path joining these must form a connected subgraph of size at most M -2, 
which contradicts Lemma 3(i). 
Tne case k = 0 is implied by L.emma 3(i) directly. c1 
Proof of Theorem 1. We have to show that R(G), the number of regular nodes 
in G is at least 
Since the regular nodes correspond to the internal nodes and therl: are N additional 
output nodes the desired result then follows. (N.B. 4 is the number of edges in G 
and equals Iv by construction.) 
We pro:ecd by induction on the number of connected components of G. Suppose 
that G is one such connected component and has 4 edges and ti = C -.C nodes. 
(i) If [TN _ kf - 1 then by Lemma 3 G has at most one special node or one cycle 
and therefore R (G) 2 2. 
hii if, on the other hand, 4 2 M - 1 then by Lemma 4 there are at most 
E/M - 1) special nodes. 
By Lemma 2 G contains a connected subgraph with c’s (42 log 4)/s’ edges 
that contains two cycles. But by Lemma 3(ii) no M-edge connected subgraph can 
contain more than one cycle. I-Iencc M CC’ and hence S =C (44 log: ?)/A4. It 
follows that 
As the induct& step we assume now that G is the disjoint union of a connected 
component G and another graph d with e edges. If we assume by induction that 
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then 
R(G)=R(G)+R(G) 
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3 e - 2e/(M - 1) - (4/A&? log* 4” + 4’ log2 e’) 
ze(l-2/(M-l)-(410g2e)/M) 
as required. Cl 
4, Deriving fast algorithms from superconcentrators 
Relationships between computational problems and the graphAheoretic proper- 
ties of their algorithms can be used to get lower bounds on computational com- 
plexity, as illready discussed. In this section we shall illustrate how, at least in 
isolated cases, such relationships can be exploited to obtain positive results, namely 
fast algorithms. 
We consider straight-line algebraic programs where eviry instruction is of the 
form yi + Cyiyi +Piyk where yj, yk are either inputs or variables already computed, 
and ai, Bi are scalar constants from a given field F. Clearly such programs can 
compute linear combinations of the inputs and the number of instructions is the 
number ~hf additions required. The cost of performing the scalar multiplications is 
ignored in this measure. 
First consider the problem of computing a cyclic convolution of size three by a 
constant vector (a, h, c). In other words we are computing the vector 
The obviol-is method uses SIX additions. If the field F has zero characteristic, then 
we know that any algorithm for it is a 3-superconcentrator [HI. By enumerating 
all 3-SCs of type 1 with five computed nodes [8, p. Sl] and testing each one for 
suitability we can exhaustively search for such an algorithm. The test corresponds 
to assigning an indeterminate to each of the ten edges to correspond to the ai, pi 
and checking whether the implied system of equations has a solution. 
For the problem in hand Fig. 10 gives the graph and a set of consistent scalar 
multipliers that establishes that this convolution problem can indeed be solved with 
five additions. 
The same graph can be used to compute the 3-DFT in 5 additions (and 3 
multiplications), see Fig. 11, as compared with the obvious method with 6 additions 
(and 4 multiplications) and Winograd’s with 6 additions (and 2 multiplications). 
The 3-DFT is the vector 
where o is a primitive cube root of unity. 
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Fig. 10. A 3-convolution algorithm with five additions. 
Fig. I 1. A 3-DFT rllgorithm with five additions. 
For the discrete Fourier Transform of size five these methods give an algorithm 
with 15 additions [8] rather than 20 as in the obvious algorithm or 17 as in 
Winograd’s [21]. Three different S-superconcentrators with only thirteen computed 
nodes are known [8] but these do not give fast algorithms for the 5-DFT. 
5. Constructions for superconcentrators and ultraconcentrators 
For moderate values of N (i.e. ,V < 2 13) the most economical method previously 
known for constructing, or even establishing the existence of, M-superconcentrators 
was by constructing the more powe+ .,,I pcrrnrmtiorr rstworks (see [2. 14, 201). This 
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gives a bound on the number of edges of 6N log3 N -5 3.8N log2 N. In this section 
we shall prove that the standard recursive construction of permL;tation networks 
works also for superconcentrators. For any constant d and any N that is a power 
of d this will give a bound on SC2(N) of 
(2x-/d log2 d)N log;! N 
where the building blocks used are d-SC’s with x edges. The linear existential 
upper bounds [lS] imply that by choosing d suitably large the multiplier 
(2x/d log* d) can be made arbitrarily small. Hence the search for a good N log2 N 
construction is reduced to a search for good SC’s of fixed size. We shall restrict 
ourselves to SC’s of Type 2 in this section. 
Finding good base SC’s appears difficult since even for testing a. single candidate 
graph no subexponential algorithm is known. Indeed we have not succeeded in 
finding a type 2 SC with (2x/d log, d) < 3.8. What we can show, however, is that 
the conditions on the building blocks can be relaxed somewhat so that it is sufficient 
to find small SC’s of a new ‘Type 3’. Under these looser constraints there is a 
simple 2-SC with 3 edges which then giqles a 3N log2 N edge construction. 
Figure 12 describes our recursive construction for arbitrary N, in particular 
N=qd+s where 15s cd. The B’s areSC’s constructed recursively while the A’s 
and C’s are of fixed size d. The exceptions are C,) which is of size s and A. which, 
for economy, is not a superconcentrator at all but the identity graph consisting of 
s nodes and no edges. A0 and C,, are connected only to B1, BZ, . . . , B,. Each of 
the other A’s and C’s is connected to every B. 
Proof of correctness. Consider any set L of r of the inputs (1,. . . , N} and any set 
R of r of the outputs (1, . . . , N}. Consider any l-l mapping (T from L to R. 
Construct a bipartite graph G, = ( V, E) where V = {II, . . . , IN, rl, . . . , rN} and E = 
((l;, I;)Ic(i) -j}. N ow construct G,, from G, by identifying each set of nodes Ak = 
{&Is-r-(k-i)d<i s s + kd) for each k (0 < k ~4) as olle node which we shall 
suggestively call Ak also. A,, is the set {ri 11 s i ss} and is a special case unless s = d. 
Corresponding subsets of the r$ are also identified and called CO,. . . , Cq. G, is 
therefore a bipartite graph of degree d. The edges of any such graph can be coloured 
with d colours (1, . . . , d} so that no node is adjacent to two edges of the same 
colour [ 31. 
(i) Case s = d: We ‘attempt’ to establish the correspondence as disjoint paths. 
We do this by routing the path Ii --, ri through Bh if the corresponding edge in G,, 
is coloured h (1 s h s d). Then clearly 
(a) every pair of paths from the same Ak will be routed through distinct B’S, 
(b) every pair of paths into the same Ck will be routed through distinct B’s and 
(c) for each Bk the number of incoming paths equals the number of outgoing 
paths. 
Now we have no guarantee that the B’s can realise the exact routings requested. 
Since they are superconcentrators, however, they can connect up by node disjoint 
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+1 
paths :he required incoming paths to the required outgoing paths in SOUZP order. 
This ensures that the overall graph establishes node-disjoint paths from L to R 
(though not necessarily the correspondence a). If the A’s are superconcentrators 
then they can establish paths from any subset of their in,puts to the subset of outputs 
corresponding to their colourings. Similarly for the C’s, the reason why A0 need 
not be a super-concentrator is simply that in colouring G, we have the freedom of 
naming the colours of the edges from one chosen node (A,,) any way we like. 
i ii 1 Caw s < ci: We now choose CT so. that i <j *u(i) <u(j). Let sI = 
!a.ri(l,... , .~}I and .Q = If? n{l, . . . , s}i. We shall choose the colours of the edges 
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incident to A0 from (1,. . . , sl}. If s2ssl then the edges incident to CO will also 
have colours from (1, . . . , s} and therefore the construction can realise the routing. 
If s2 > s -. then we will insist on the colours of the extra edges incident to CO to have 
colours From the set {sl + 1,. . . , s}. The routing can then be realised. Cl 
If the A’s, R’s and C‘s are all of type 2 then, clearly, the dotted edges in the 
construction can be eliminated by identifying the pair of nodes at the endpoints of 
each. We now want to show that this also holds under the followmg weaker 
hypothesis: 
Definition. Suppose we have a directed acyclic N-superconcentrator f r as defined 
in the Introduction with MO input nodes of zero indegree and No output nodes of 
zero outdegree. If i&+.rV, MV then H is an N-superconcentrator of Type 3. (N.B. 
The inputs and outputs need not be disjoint sets.) 
Let SC3(N) be the mini-ma1 number of edges in a tyde 3 N-SC. A self-evident 
relationship shows that type 2 SC’s need never be much larger than type 3 SC’s. 
Lemma 5. For all N SC2kN) < SC3(N) + IV. 
The following establishes that type 3 SC’s are satisfactory building blocks in the 
recursive construction. 
Lemma 6. (i) The supzrconcentrator construction of Fig. 12 remains valid if every 
pair of nodes (u, v) joirled by a dotted line u -+ v, where either u has zero outdegree 
or v has zero indegree, is idcrntified as a single node. 
(ii) If N is an exact power of d and the A’s, B’s and C‘s are all type 3 the/T the 
dotted connections can be so drawn that all of them can be elintinuted by virtue of 
(i) above. 
Proof. (i) Assume that the A’s, B’s and C’s are all acyclic superconcentrators of 
type 3. Node identification occurs only in one of two situations, as illustraxed in 
Fig. 13. Clearly such identifications introduce no new paths (that could produce 
cycles) nor do they make impossible sets of disjoint paths that existed previously. 
(ii) Suppose that the d-SC’s in the construction have MO inputs with zero indegree 
and No outputs with zero outdegree (N.B. No+& 2 (1). We will show that the 
inputs to the B’s (which are themselves constructed out of SC’s) and the outputs 
from the A’s can be so matched that the hypothesis of part (i) of this lemma is 
satisfied. The same argument will hold for connecting the B’s and the C’s. 
Assume that the outputs of each Ai (0 s i G N/d) are numbered 1, . . . , d such 
that l,... , No have zero outdegree. For each i (1 sj s No) connect the jth output 
of Ai to Bk where k = (j +iNO) mod d. In this way NNo/d2 of these outputs arc 
connected to each Bk. By the recursive construction each Bk has at most 
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Fig. 13. 
N/d -- M&/d2 = (N/dz)(d --MO) < NON/d2 inputs of nonzero indegree. These are 
all connected therefore to the outputs of the A’s with zero outdegree. The remaining 
output nodes of the A’s can be connected to zero indegree input nodes of the B’s 
in the same manner. El 
Lemma 7. If N is a power of d and 
F(N)=dF(N/d)+xN/d-y 
then 
F(N) = 0 ; NlogdN- did-l) d d 
Proof. By substitution. Zl 
‘IIeorem 4. If N is a power of d then 
X3(d) 
SC3(N) E p- l 
d log2 d 
2N log2 N -!I!$!+-1). 
Proof. From Lemma 6 we have -the recurrence 
SC~(N)QI . SC3(N/d)+(2N/&SC3(d)-SC3tdl. 
The result then follows by Lemma 7. II 
Corollary 8. When N is a power of two 
SC2bV) < 3N log2 N - 2N -t 3. 
Proof. Figure 14 illustrates a 2-SC of type 3 with three edges. Substituting ci = 2 
and SC’3(2) I-. 3 in Theorem 4 and using SC2(N)s SC3(N)+N (Lemma 5) gives 
the result. 5 
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Fig. 14. 
Corollary 9. For all N SC2(N) s 3N log2 N -O(N). 
Proof. The recursive construction of Fig. 12 with d = 2 and the 2-SC of Fig. 14 
gives the result. The construction entails the use of trivial l-SC’s in addition, but 
these make the identification problem easier rather than harder. q 
6. Construction of ultraconcentrators 
An N-ultraconcentrator (UC) is a directed acyclic graph with N inputs 
(0,. . . , N - 1) and N outputs (0, . . . , N - 1) such that for any k (1 s k <IV) there 
are k mutually node-disjoint paths between any set of k input nodes and any set 
of k consecutive output nodes. Here k nodes are consecutive if for some r (0 < r <N) 
they are numbered r + 1, r + 2, . . . , r + k, modulo N. 
As previously mentioned the graph of any algorithm for the Discrete Fourier 
Transform is an ultraconcentrato;! for every N. Indeed the best recursive construc- 
tion for them previously known for moderate N was essentially the FFT graph for 
the indegree two case (type 1) and the related shifting networks with 3N log3 N 
edges [18] in the type 2 case. Here we shall improve this to a (3/2)N log2 iV edge 
construction. We restrict ourselves here to type 2 N-UC’s where N is a power 
of d. 
The construction. Consider the recursive construction of Fig. 12 but where 
(i) each Ai is a d-UC, 
(ii) each Bi is a (N/d)-UC, and 
(iii) each Ci is a d-1. 
(N.B. The C’s add nothing to the construction except to indicate the numbering 
of the outputs.) The inputs and outputs are now renumbered 0, . . . , iV -1. 
Proof of correctness. Suppose that the input set il < i2 < l - - < ik is to be connected 
tor+l,r+2,..., r + k (mod N). Consider the correspondence c where g(ij) = r +j 
(mod N). Construct a degree d bipartite graph G, exactly as in the proof for SC’s. 
Give edge (i,, r +j) colour (i mod d) + 1, and try to establish each path through B, 
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if the corresponding edge in G, is coloured i. Clearly the paths into each Ci will 
come from distinct R’s as required. Also, the paths from each Ai will go through 
distinct consecutive B’s since they have colours consecutive modulo d. Since the 
A’s are UC’s they can set up paths from their inputs to any such set of consecutive 
outputs, as required. It remains to prove that the paths can be routed so as to 
utilize consecutive outputs of each Bim For the sake of contradiction assume other- 
wise. Then for some outputs hl< hZ < h3 < hd of some Bi hl and h3 are on paths 
but hz and h4 are not. But in the overall ultraconcentrator these four outputs will 
be numbered in increasing order. Hence it is impossible that hl and h3 are in the 
subset of outputs but h2 and h4 are not. Cl 
Theorem 5. If N is a power of d then 
UC3(N) 
UC3(d) 
< --- l N log:! N. 
d 1~2 d 
Proof. We first argue that in the construction it is sufficient to have type 3 UC‘s, 
The proof is identical to Lemma 6 since here also the order of input connections 
for each single B, is immaterial. We therefore have the following recurrence: 
UC3(N)s(<N/d)UC3(d)+d - UC3iN/d). 
Lemma 7 gives the required solution. 13 
Corollary 10. When N is cr power of two thm 
UC2tN) s (3,‘2)N log? N + N. 
Proof. We choose d = 2 and use Fig. 14 as the 24X to get UC3(Nk 
(3/2W log? N. UC2(N) s UC3(N) + N gives that result. 17 
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